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Chapter 4 
On the Logical Forni of Denis Delíitto 
Imperfective Aspect 

4.1 Introduction —» ' 

Tn this chapter, T wil f i jãyj jut the foundations of a _tjieorv' of imperfective tenses 
(including at least the preseat Jense and the so-called imperfect in R.Qman(xJan-
guagcs) acçiírdin^ to which present tense predicates (and, more generaily, imper-
.feçtivcly raarked predicates) are uniformiy mapped into subject-predicate íogícãl 
ÍQiBlâts. J T T ^ ^ a l y s i s j j f i i o ^ terms ôf predicatíon)vill be argued tò 
provide a ipiform account of the two main readings of imperfective predicates (the 
so-called progr£SsJv£.xeading, by means of which a sentence is interpreted as a report 
on the passing scene, and the so-called habitual reading, by means of which a sen
tence is given generic import). 

On the negative side, I wil l argue that two rather widespread and influential^anal-
yses of the way in which imperfective sentences are assmned to yield prggressbíe and 
tjgbitual readitigs are empirically not tenaWe^ ímd_can£eptuall^ 
these analyses is the view of the imperfect as an aspectualjy; sensitive tense, according 
to which the imperfect imposes a kiud of aspeçtual £onstraii2t_on the eventuality 
description to which it applies, to the effect that the latter is interpreted as a state or 
as a process (the progressive reading is assuined to follow from this aspeçtual con-
straint). Xjg i l l not ouiv take issue with this conception_of_the imperfect but also 
challenge the stn£tlyj;elated v iev^^ aktion-

jart^ and jramm^tjc^^ are_essentially the_same. T h e ^ c õ n T ^ n a í y s i s that I 
intend to reject^corresponds to the view of the imperfect as a põtarit^Jgnse that trig-
gers the presence of ^ generalized^iiMtifier_with_ force (the so-called Gen), 
quantifying over individuais and/or eventualities^ the habitual reading is assumed to 
follow from this interpretation of Gen as a relation between two classes of even-
tuahties. L w i l l argue against this quantifcational analysis (the so-called relational 
analysis of genericity) by arguing that_there^is^ no way to fix the properties of Gçn_ 
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in a precise aad noncontradictory way, endorsing a neo-Carlsonian view of generic 
sentences as subject-predicate structxires. 

On the positive side, J will argue that the predicational^jMiXsis of imperfective 

traditional analyses. Moreover, I will take the position that (at least in Romance and 
Germanic) grammatical aspect is the locus where the distinction between "categori-
cal" sentencies (consisting in the ascription of a property to a subject) and "theticãf' 
sentences (rotighly consisting in the presentation of an eventuality) is grammatically 
encoded. In this way, the classical debate in philosophy of language over whether 
the subject-predicate format is an essential ingredient of the definition of sentence 
(opposing the logical/rationalistic tradition of linguistic analysis mostly identified 
with Port-Royal to philosophers like Brentano and linguists like Marty and Miklo-
sich; see especially Graffi 2001) is shown to íimge fèss on an abstract philosophical 
choice and more on concreteem|Mri£^ issueS concerning the role of grammatical 
aspect (and in particular the imperfective/perfective opposition) as the morpho-
syntactic regulator of the choice between a subject-predicate format and an eventive 
format, 

Last but not least, I will argue that^tte tenses 
is able to provide a principled and elegant solution for a still poprly undersiood set of" 
phenomena concerning the licensing of existential interpretations of argument bare 
nouns with the present tense in Engiish. In a nutsheU, the problem consists in the fact 
that neither Carlson's (1980) theory (liolding that existential bare nouns are licensed 
by stage-level predicates) nor Kratzer's (1995) theory (holding that existential bare 
nouns depend on certain differences in argument stracture between stage-levei and 
individual-level predicates) provides a satisfactpry solution for this set of facts (which 
I wotild like to dub ihS^fFsêW'ÍmW]^ãm3õxj^. I will show that this paradox can be 
solved imder the hypothesis"ffilí exjstèntial interpretations are licensed only in struc-
tures where another of the predicate's arguments may count as a suBject of predica-
tion, thus providing a nontrivial empirical argument in favor of the predicational 
analysis of genericity. 

The chapter is organized as foUows. In section 4.2,1 will review what I beUeve to be 
wrong conceptions of imperfective aspect, arguing against their empirical and con
ceptual feasibility. In section 4.3, I will present a unifying analysis of progiessives 
and habituais, under the basic insight that the logical form of imperfectivity is pred-
ication. In section 4.4., 1 will deal with the present tense paradox in Engiish. Finally, I 
will draw some general conclusioits concem îng Jhe^ form of impér

io 
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4.2 Two Wrong Conceptíons of Imperfective Tenses 

4.2.1 The Imperfect as aXTense of AspectuafPolarity 
The first analysis 1 intend to take issue with conceives of the imperfect in terms of 

aspectuajjy sensitive tetise. This means that the imjgrfect ao l onlv expresses the 
notional contcnt of P A S T _but also crucially applies to eventuality descriptions that 
are either states.or processes. Exemplifying witíi French (see de Swart 1998), the 
canonical usage of the impgtfpct manifests itself in sentences such as (1) (expressing a 
State), and not in sentences such as (2) (expressing a culminated event, a so-called 
accomplishment in the Vendlerian terminology), where a perfective tense should in-
stead be used, as in (3). 

(1) Anne triste. :r<'fA, Í*>U 
'Anne was-iMP sad.' ^ 

(2) Anne écnvait une lettre. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^'^ ^ ^j^^ ^ 
"Anne wrote-mp a letter. 

(3) Anne écrivh une lettre. 
"Anne wrote-PERF a letter." 

The use of the imperfect in noncanouical c|ges such as(^)ywhere it applies to verbs 
denoting culminated events, is explained by Máftmg to a mechanism of aspectual 
"coercion"^ smce J j j e j m g e r í e ^ (i.e., to a verb 
that does not reter to. a.state/grocess), this lexical meaning is suitabljTmõHfíiêd"!? 
^orçkr tojyidd an â ^̂^ In particular, the sen-
tence in (2) wil l be undes^toed-díher as a^abi tual l roíãgi i^^ Anne had the habit of 
writing a letter) or as aíprogressive JAnne waTln lhe process of writing a letter). I n 
this way, the original intei^rctation of the predicate 'write a letter' as a culminated 
event is turned into the interpretation of a state/process. Moreover, interpreting the 
imperfect in terms of aspectual coercion has the apparent advantage of assuming the 

^ame model-theoi2tÍ£2iotions_f^ and grammatical aspect 
Aktionsart concems_th.̂ ^^ of lexical meaning according to which predicates 
rder either to states/processes or to culminated eventualities ofdiffereni lypes. Gnirnh" 
matical aspect (as exempMcd by the aspectual marking proper to the imperfect) is 
simply a i>ort of aspectual operato^ (expressed by inflcctional morphology) tuming 
predicates of a certain class (e.g., those referring to culminated events) into^redicates 
of another class (e.g., those refernni to states/processes). In other words, the under-

•SuJoíocíLnWíyini insight is that assuming a certain event ontology (i.e., a certain ^artítion of the 
domain of eventualities over-^^ich predicate variables are assmned to vary) will help 
injunderstairding both(^ktions^rt_distinctions at the levei of lexical meaning and 
(aspectual.^tinctionsTatlhe"i€vel~õfhi^^ morphology. Arguing against the 

^ " ^ ^ ^^o^h « r - o x t ^ - ^ ™ - • 
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analysis of the imperfect that I have just sketched thus entails arguing agaJQst the 
proposed conflation of the notional value of grammatical aspect with the notional 
value of aktionsart. 

Let U S turn thus to the announcedí^riticism of the view of the imperfect as an 
aspectual operator rnappingjaciamj?l[sfemmt^;^nto states/processes. In a nutshcll, the ' ^ J A A O . J O 
point T wish to make is that coercion is simply not able to predict the actual inter-
pretation of imperfective sentences. Consider first how aspectual coercion operates 
iiTtãriguãgês such aTEngliSK^Sèn there is alcla^between the interpretation of the 
verbalj)£edicate as a culminated evcnt and the tOBiJOiaLiiiteroretaliQa of a location 
adverb. The standard situation is shown in (4)-(5). 

(4) The pianist played the sonata for eight hours. 

(5) For months, the train arrived late. 

Tn both cases, the semantic clash is.S8|^^,^by turning thejclic predicate into a predi-
cate referring to iterative events: the reference is either to repeated executions of the 
sonata or to repeated late arrivals. Tlie interpretation of (4)-{5) clearly shows that 
the iterative reading is a suitable way of turning telic predicates into durative predi-
cates (i.e., predicates referring to states/processes). I f the imperfect is essentially an 
operator mapping culminated events into states/processes, we clearly predict that the 
realization of (4)-(5) as imperfective sentences will give rise to the iterative reading. 
To put it in a stronger form, if the imperfect corresponds to a mechanism of gram-
matically encoded aspectual coercion, tliere is no reason to expect that grammati-
cal encoding will be less effective than the kind of pragmatically encoded coercion 
instantiated in (4) (5) in producing the iterative reading of the imperfective equiv-
alents of (4)-(5). Unfortunatély, what we find is that the iterative readiiig._çannQl be 
Ç<íE''£§5Êá.ÍLÍÍ^HlE£}'f'̂ ^f"i~'̂ '̂ M'̂ '̂ á*^*' "STnárSsnFrir^ and Italian. Using the latter 
for illustration, notice that {6j(tEFmípgifêcTáve^ of (4) in Italian) and (7) 
(the imperfective equivalent of (5)) cannot be assigned an iterative reading, for which 
a perfective tense is required, as shown in (8) and (9). Analogous facts hold in 
French. 

(6) II pianista eseguiva la sonata per otto ore. 
(*iterative, OK habitual) 
'The pianist pkiyed-mp the sonata for eight hours.' ^ © " V ) óXp^ ^'0^ ^ 

(7) Per mesi, il treno arrivava in ritardo. 
(•iterative, OK habitual) 
'For months, the train arrived-iMP late.' 

(8) II pianista esegiã la sonata per otto 
(OK iterative, *habitual) (OK iterative, *habitual) Q y^O^^AS^^Xj -^^^O^ 
'The pianist played-PESF the sonata for eight hours.' ^,^\j[y3^,(Xj y?̂ ^ ^'^AJ 
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(9) Per mesi, il treno avrivò m ritardo. p ^ ^rd/lÀy) , O ^ ^ ^ ^ 
(OK iterative, *habitual) . ^ ^ ^ , 
"For months, the train arrived-PERF late.' 

Of course, one might try to s^_that the hahitn^l rgading (which is in fact the only 
leffitimate ref|fiing o^6)^n(/^7]))is simplya variant ÒF the iterative reading and is 
actually preferred (admittedly for unclear reasons) to the iterative reading whenever 
grammatically induced aspectual coercion applies. However, the point is that the 
difference between the durative and the habitual readings haa nQthing.,to do with the 

SfVy^QQ^ conversion of culminated eventualitics into states or processes. The difference con-
* . cerns the modai force p£oper to the habitual readingrwTucOs"completely absent 

y \ \ J ^ _ 2 ^ ^ —— írom the iterative reading. To see this, consider the following hypothetical situation. 
• ' " • ^ Suppose that in lhe 1940s the Teatro alia Scala had the sadistic habit of having 

XM^''^ a poor pianist playing one of Beethoven's sonatas for eight hours at every yearly 

>CÕT^y>jO^^ opening of the concert season. Suppose that this tradition was in fact subsumed 
^ - ' ^ under the official regulations of the theater but underwent a forced intermption dur-

ing the war—say, in the period 1942-1945. In these circumstances, one might actu
ally utter a sentence like (10) salva veritaíe, while its perfective counterpart in (11) 
would be open to the objection that the crazy performance at stake did not take 
place in certain years. The reason is that the imperfective sentence in (10) may be 
inteipreted in the worlds of a|deontic modal base in which cverytliing happens 
according to the theater regulations ^nd wilKõlít the intervention of limiting externai 
factors, whereas the perfective ^g.nteiice in (11) is necessarily inteipreted in the real 
world (hence the falsity fiavor of (11)). \ _ | ^ i Á ^ dUl/J-0-i_ 

(10) Negli anni quaranta, ad ogni inizio di stagione, il pianista eseguiva la sonata di 
Beethoven per otto ore. 
Tn the forties, at eveiy season opening, the pianist played-iMP Beethoven's 
sonata for eight hours.' 

(11) Negli anni quaranta, ad ogni inizio di stagione, il pianista esegui la sonata di 
Beethoven per otto ore. 
Tn the forties, at every season opening, the pianist/7/flj'eí/-pjs'j?F Beethoven's 
sonata for eight hours.' 

The ^onclusion I would like to draw from the discussion above is that the imperfect 
, does rtot simply map telic predicares into durative predicates. Rather, it adds a modal 
j dimension to the semantics of the past tense. In effect, one cannot even propose"^t 
' mapping to durative predicates is an essentiaí ingredient of the semantics of tlie im

perfect, since the pure durative readings (like the iterative one) are not available as 
legitimate readings of imperfective sentences. 

This casts serious doubts on the analysis of the imperfect as a polarity tense that 
applies only to states/prix;esses. Even more significantly, it casts serious doubts on 
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the possibility of liiniting the semantics of grammatical aspect to the same onto
lógica! domain that is relevant for aktionsart. These doubts are independently 
confirmed by the behavior of aspectually ambiguous verbs like "^^Í^Tí í / ^C to hold 
something' or 'to get hold of something') in Italian. Let us now tum to the analysis 
of this phenomenon, essentially following the argumentation developed in Bertinetto 
200J__According to one of its two lexical meanings ('to get hold of something'), 
impugnar/ refers to a CTilminated event; according to the other, it refers to a(process 
rttrhSTd something'). Tlie view of the imperfect as a polarity tense selecting states/ 
processes clearly predicts that the usage of impugnare in the imperfect should be 
immarked with the meaning 'to hold something' and marked with the meaning 'to 
get hold of something'. A t first sight, the prediction is borne out, as shown by the 
following examples in Itahan (drawn from Bertinetto 2001): 

(12) Leo impugno la pistola: tutfintorno si fece súbito silenzio. 
'Leo gol hold-PERF o/his gun: ali around a sudden silence arose.' 

(13) Quando L i a entro, Leo impugnava la pistola. 
'When L i a came in, Leo held-iMP the gim.' 

However, not difficult to find cases where ajierfective fomi co_m 
durative meaning (14) and cases where thejm^CTfeçt çpmbine^w^^ 
ring toculminated events \Y5). 

(14) Leo impugno saldamente la pistola finché la sparatoria non fini. 
'Leo finniy hekl-PERF his gun until the shooting was over.' 

(15) Quando Leo impugnava la pistola, L i a aveva paura. , 
'When Leo got hold-mp o /h i s gun. L i a was aíraid. ' -^ í^V>^irU<AÍL 

The striking fact about (15) is that in habitual sentences of this sort, aspectual coer-
cion does not apply, contrary to the expectations raised by the theory of the imper
fect as an aspectually sensitive tense. There is indeed no shift from the telic meaning 
of impugnare to its durative counterpart, since impugnare retains the original mean
ing 'to get hold of something' in (15). Notice that one may try to rescue aspectual 
coercion by proposing that the habitual variant of 'to get hold of something' qualifies 
as durative, satisfying as such the selectional requirements on the eventuality to 
which the imperfect applies. In fact, we saw earher that French sentences such as 
Anne écrivait une lettre 'Anne wrote-iMP a letter' are nonnally interpreted either as 
habituais or as progressives. Above I provided a substantial argument against the 
view of habituajity_ as an instantiation of the dura reading, but let us assume here, 
for the sake of the argument, that my objections can be circumvented. In a nutshell, 
the hypothetical rescuing strategy would claim that shifting the lexical meaning of'to 
get hold of something' into its durative counterpart would not be required, since both 
the progressive and the telic variant of the predicate would suffice for the mapping 
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itito States/processes. The trouble with this strategy is that the actual interpretation 
of (13) wovdd represent an unsolvable puzzle. Namely, notice that (13) is assigned the 
reading 'Leo was holding the gun' in Italian, while the progressive reading of the 
telic counterpart of imjmgnare is completely excluded (*'Leo was getting hold of 
the gun'). I f (15) is taken to show that the mapping irito states/processes does not 
require a change of lexical meaning with predicates ambiguous between a telic and a 
durative reading, one would predict that there is no reason for the imperfect nol lo 
apply to the lelic variant of impugnare and coerce it into its progressive reading ('to 
be getting hold of something'). The exclusion of this reading Ihus remains completely 
unexplained. 

I take these facts to corroborate the view that aspectual coercion (and the related 
interpretation of the imperfect as a tense of aspectual polarity) cannot be lhe key to a 
proper understatiding...ofthe logical form and semantics of the imperfect. 

The general conclusion I would like lo draw is tíiat akOcnsãrt al33"gra™natical 
aspect are orthogonal notions that make reference to distinct ontological pròpertiés 
of the domain in which they are interpreted. Àdopting aud somewhat extending the 
analysis advocaled in Higginbotham 2000, ftake a ^ ^ s a r t to be a lexical category 
that encodes the aspect of the ontológica] constitution of events that has to do with 
the homogeneity of its subparts. In a fJávidsonian tramework, the diíTerence between 
tehc predicates and states/processes can thus be expressed by associating lelic predi
cates with a lexical structure containing two distinct event variables, corrcsponding 
to the two nonhomogeneous subparts of the telic eventuality (the processual pari and 
the telos). 

(16) a. Telic: DTE <ei,e2> 
b. Atelic: W A L K <ei> 

Grammatical aspect is (at least in Romance/Germanic) an infleclional categoi-y that 
encodes a rather different aspect of the ontological constitution of evenis; lheir hav-
ing (or not haying) a culmination. This property is shared both by nonhomogeneous 
(tehc) predicates like die and by homogeneous (process-denoling) predicates like 
walk, as is confiiTned by the full legitimacy of the perfective variant of walk in Ttalian 
(17a) and by the results of the discussion above conceming cases like (14) (see 
Delfitto 2002a for a detailed discussion of some of the comparative issues at stake 
here). ^ r m a l l ^ T interpret perlective marking as an infleclional xategoJTjhat acts 
as a preai[cãíemodifier: XQ}^ [ô(^)Culm(e] |^In this way, the interpretation of the 

"*pêlTêctn'e rèalTzãíToh'offiã^TvãJí: wíITíJT^ornething along the hnes of (17b). 

(17) a. Leo camminò per tre ore. 
"LeojvalkedrmRF for three hours.' . 

([XjWÃLKpERF = XQ"A£ [Q{e) A Culm(É>)] ^ Xe [wa\k{e) A Culm(e)| 
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In this perspective, imperfective aspect will be the default case: an imperfeclively 
marked predicate wíll simply express n£U^'qlinfMS](ifion about whether the predicate 
refers to a culminated or to a nonculminated eventuality. This seems empirically cor-
rect in at least two respects. First, in habitual sentences such as (15) the imperfect 
refers to culminated events. Second, and cven more importandy, the mereological 
aspects of the progressive interpretalion of the imperfect (the fact that it refers to 
ongoing events or siibparts of a culminated event) can be derived as a matter of 
implicature, under a straightforward appHcation of Grice's Maxim of Quantity: the 
speaker who knows that the event he or she is referring to has culminated must use 
the perfective realization of the predicate (see especially Kearns 1991 for a detailed 
discussion of this issue), 

Summarizing, we have seen that the view of the imperfect as a tense_xiLaSB£.çtual 
polarity is fundamentally misguided. Empirically, it leads to a number of wrong pre-
dictions and to a vacuotis dependence on aspectual coercion. Conceptually, it does 
not properly acknowledge that the imperfect (and grammatical aspect quite gener-
ally) encodes semantic instructions that cannot be reduced to a fom of grammati-
cally encoded aspectual coercion, consisting in the mapping of predicates referring 
to culminated events into predicates referring to durative events (states/processes). 
Moreover7-4weJbaYS.jeen_thatJh^^ far ti-cmT_jelecting^_predk of states/ 

..... 

processes, in fact expresses (neutral sghrantic infortnatiorL-regarding the choEêlTR^ 
tweiiajatlminatcd„andjiDncxiBsmatc^_ev^ 

^ 4.2.2 The Quantííicationaí Analysis of/the Imperfect 
Another iníluential analysis of imperféptive aspect takes the present tense ^ n d ^ ^ 
imperfectjjfste^4e^ a ̂ olaritylfeature that triggers the^res- ^ • 
j;n_ce of a.phoneticaUy empty adyerh.o^uãntificationí:^^ wi^lilTÍõ^nm£o^ c)'!^ C^UCKJ-^- '^ 
(see especially Chierchia 1995). In this way, the French sentence (2) (restated here as ç X K C / c ' - ^ 
(18)) is assigned the logical form in (19) (where^Cjs a two-place predicative variable \
expressing a contextually determined relation between individuais and events in the Ví^sy^Jr^'^-^ 
past). — 

(18) Jean écrivait une lettre. 

(19) Gen [nJcan.c)] [3^ (lettre(v) A Agent(Jean, e) A Theme(_F, Í»))] 

The tnith-condtbons irifomally expressed by (19) are that in ali worlds of the rele-
vant modal base, the occasions that favored writing a letter (in some contextually 
defined way) were occasions in which Jean actuallj/ wroleji letter. This analysis of 
the imperfect thus combines naturaíly with the relational view o^enêricityj that 
takes English present tense sentences such as (20) to corrcspond with logical forras 
like (21). 

9' 
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(20) Typhoons arise in this pari of the Pacific. 

(21) Çren(/) [this-part-of-the-Pacific(/)] [3x (typhoon{x) A arise-in(x,/))] 

Habitual sentences such as (18) are thus simply,another instance of the relational in-
terpretation of generic sentences (see especially Wilkinson 1991; Kratzer 1995). 

Tn what follows, T will briefíy present some empirical arguments against the view 
that the logical foi-m of habituais is quantificational and that genericity involves the 
presence of a phonetically anrealized Q-adverlj (see Delfitto 2002a íbr a more extên^ 
sive discussion of the empirical shortcomings of the quantificational/relational view 
of^_gcnericity ^ 
(i^^í_argimãit.W generic reading follows from the presence of an empty 
Q-adverb, we do not expect t£Jnid generic readi^^ that contaiiTõvêrtly 
reahzed Q-adverbs. The reason is straightforward: if the overt Q-adverb binds the 
Davidsonian event variable associated with the predica te, the presence of(^n^' ields 
a violation of the constraintjoi]i_vaç^^ there is no free variable 
foFCíén lõ quantify over). T o exemplify, a sentence hke (22) would be assigned the 
logical form in (23). 

(22) Gh itahani lavoravano spesso duramente. 'âS jíÒãjSX^rvOi .^V)2/>nW| L 
Ttahans oRen^vorked-iMP hard.'_ J(')^k>OdJr-yÃ>JÚO^rr\

( ^ 2 3 ) . F o r many^g [ C ( / , e)] [work-hard(/, e)] \ 

However, sentences "congining extensional Q-adverbs instead of the imphcit Gen 
exhibit the~usiãal modal eflects that should bc yielded by Gen ,^s is shown by the 
observation that the subject in (22) naturally refers to 'whoever may have turned out 

' to be an Italian in the past' and not to some specific groups or generations of Italians 
who lived in the pasí. On the other hand, one cannot assume that these modal eflects 
follow from the semantics of the overt Q-adverb spesso 'often', since the perfective 
counterpart of (22) in (24) can be interpreted only with the subject referring to some 
specific groups or generations of Italians who lived in the past. Jr 

^ 5 AtcxUoA^e^ J ^ ^ A J í ^ ^ ^ ^ (24) G l i italiani lavorarono spesso duramente. 
Ttalians often worked-PERF hard.' 

This means that the iiB |>^|£ctive marking nroner tn Í22^ mnst encode a modal r e ^ -
in i J withoat cnforcing. hoiVever, the presence pf the modalized Q-advpfeijgn (whose 
combmation with spesso w'ould yield vacuous quantitication). The^solutioriJ intend 
to submit consists in the hypothesis that imperfective morphology encodes^jubjeçtr 
predicale logical format. As a consequence, (22|^s associated with the logical form i a _ 
(25), roughiy stating tEat 'it is a properCy of Itahans that they worked hard in tnany 
relevant situations in the past'. 

(25) [kx Many e [C{I, é)] [work-hard(7, e)]] (Itahans) 

Aí/m l»\-mOÍX) )j»^ao : y ^ A ^ t o - i | i W ^ c O v d > , 

I -
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I f the modal reading is assumed to follow from the subject-predicate format. Gen can 
be dispensed with and there is no danger of vaciious qiiantification. 

l,SgcoaíZ-tí!2H2iS^ pobrovie-Sorin and Laca (1996) emphasize that the presence of 
Gen is empirically well supported only in contexts involving singular indefinites (see 
Delfitto 2002a for a detaOed compara tive analysis of the behavior of singular and 
plural indefinites). Tn particular, the behavior of m igu l a r j nde f i ^^ suggests that 
/Gen íà licensed only in analytic/taxonomic contexts. This would explain why (26) 
is-aeéeptable as a generic sentence, whereas (27) is not (a madrigal must be poly-
phonic in order to be a madrigal, but there are of course many madrigais that are not 
popular). 

(26) A madrigal is polyphonic. 

(27) ??A madrigal is popular, (generic) 

The most straightforward explanation for the grammaticality contrast between (26) 
and (27) is thpn sinpiil^r iníjgfiijitfís are variables, triggering thê  reahzation of an 
unselective in the form of an empty Q-adverb. The hypothesis i s t l ius tRãrn iè" 
content of Gen can be recovered only in analytic contexts: in (27), there is thus 
no obvious way to identify the empty Q-adverb as a quasi-universal quantifier with 
modal force. What is also worth noticing is that the contrasl: |^etween f26) and (2TH.S 
completely obliterated when the sul^jed. indefinites arejbpire aounsj (both (28) anid(25) 
are períectly acceptable as geneinc sentences). 

(28) Madrigais are polyphonic. 

(29) Madrigais are popular. 

These facts naturally follow from the combination of the Carlsonian insight that bare 
nouns ai;e_names of kinds wíth the_grgdicajionajjinalysi^^ sentences} (i.e., 
the hypothesis that the generic reading of (28)"(29) represents the semantics of the 
subject-predicate format). The point is that only the singular indefinite in (26) (27) 
introduces a free variable that must be (unselectively) boimd by the empty Q-adverb 
Gen. Since Gen is licensed only in taxonomic contexts, (26) will turn out to be 
acceptable and (27) unacceptable. We conclude that although the (constrained) pres
ence of Gen is relatively well supported in contexts conlaining individual free vari-
ables, the absence of any grammaticality contrast between (28) and (29) shows that 
thpront,«} i;if rençríciíM-dn nntJ ie in adver-hial qnanfificatinn 

JMíd-Mwment^\íGm is an exnply.-.Q.-adverb, we expect it to give rise to the 
same scope ambiguities that can be detected with overtly realized Q-adverbs. Con-
sider for instance the ambiguiiy that arises with other scopal eleinents such as nega-
tion: depending on the position of the Q-adverb, the sentences in (30) are ambiguous 
between the reading in (31) and the reading in (32). 

9' 
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(30) a. Michele nonfmna spesso. 
'Michele does not smoke often.' 

b. Michele spesso non fuma. 
'Michele often does not smoke." 

(31) Tt is not the case that Michele often smokes. 

(32) It is often the case that Michele does not smoke. 

It is striking that this scopal ambiguity does not arise when the Q-adverb is— 
allegedly—the empty Gen: the sentence in (33) can be assigned only the reading 
corresponding to the logical constraal in (32), with the negation in the scope of Gen. 

(33) Michele non fuma. 
'Michele does not smoke.' 

These overgeneration problems do not arise within the predicational analysis, since 
this analysis contends that there is no Gen in (33): the only admissible leading cor-
responds to lhe ascription of the property 'Xx (x does not smoke)' to Michele, which 
is roughly equivalent, truth-conditionally, to the logical constraal in (32). 

On the basis of these empirical arguments, I_coi]dmk_ihatJhejj^uantificatÍQnal 
analysis of habituals^is empirically |msãtisfactofí|. It follows that the view of imper-
fective aspect as encoding a"poránlx!jeáture trar^lriggers the presence of Gen is also 
not supported and should therefore be abandoned. In the next section, I tum to the 
predicational, analysis of imperfectively marked sentenees, considering its empirical 
'aS3"cõncê^ual advantages. -

4.3 Imperfective Aspect as Encoding Predication 

The hypothesis I would like to put forward here is that verbs that are aspectnally 
mariçed.as_imperíe^ carry the semantic instruction that their maximal projection ^ 
(VP) is to be interpreted as a one-place predicate (logical type <g, \yitbm the . 
current model of syntax, virtually ali the verb's arguments have tovãcá^die VP as a CydJòrÇCV^ 
result of the syntactic computation. One of the core qixestions that arise concerns the 
semantic nature ofjchejelatioji between displaced arguments and their VP-intemal 
traces. I f we assume that syntactic movement uniformly reconstruBE"Ç5 lKl . ser iS£__^^ j ^^^-^ 
that displaced arguments can be interpreted in their VP-internal launchíng site), yU)J'̂ lçO/V^̂ ^ 
traces of movement wili not be related to their antecedents by means of predication: 
since the launching site potentially hosts the antecedent, there is simply no point in 
interpreting it as a predicational trace, that is, as a trace bound by ^ Â.-operator.J On 
the other hand, this is exactiy what imperfective marking is supposed to Ho according 
to my hypothesis: it encodestht; semantic iiistmctjxm^t^^ one of the vcrb's arguments 
has to be interpreted pr^^^cationally, that is, by means of a X-operator bii;ding a 
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variable in the original VP-intemal position. The best way of technically implement-
ing this basic insight is as foUows. When a verb i ^ marked as imperfective, a des-
ignated functional projection PredP is syntactically realized and <mej)fTEeverb's 
íU^guiiieols must be displaced to Spec,PredP: the trace of this argument can be inter
preted only predicationally, thal is, in lerms of a À-op^rator binding a variable (see 
Delfitto 2002a, chap. 4, for indepcndent morphosyntactic evidence in favor of the____ (^.jg(^du&' 
existence of Pred). Moreover, we can assume that the Pred head is ejtidQwed with 
speciíic semantic content, in the sense that it perfonns [^intension^Ttype slTlfting'|on 
the constituents that are found in its syntacdc domain (the V P complement and the 
displaced argument in Spec,PredP, counting as a subject of predication). In this 
way, an impsilfigti^glyi marked sentence will be interpreted as the ascription of the 
,property exgressedjby the_VP to the in^dividual expressed by lhe consliluent in 
.SEg.C,P.jsdP. To exemplify, a present tense sentence such as (34) will give r i ^ to the . r-

syntactic and semantic structures shown in (35). CMY^d€2xx>- -CY^^ 

(34) Firemen use special equipment. 

(35) PredP Xx [ase(x, se)l (firemen) 

firemen Pred' 

Pred V 

As can be sem in (35). the ratiònale of mv proposal is that imperfectivem^^ 
ing induces aTprprlir^tional interpretation of the VPi(the V P is esscntíally a X-
abstract, since the argument displaced tp .the^Pfed levei cannot be reconstructed 
VP-intemally). The categorical versus thetical interpretation of a sentence depends 
on the predicatioaal versus CTooositiopal interpretation of the V P , wliich constitutes, 
in the traditional syntactic terminology, the minimal functional complex associated 
with the verb: if the V P is inherently predicational, as is the case in (35), there is no 
way to achieve a propositionaí interpretadon of the minimal functional complex of 
the verb, that is, a thetical interpretation of the sentence. 

The notion of predication that is assmued to be relevant here has to be carefully 
distinguished from the syntactic notion of predication (see Williams 1980), as involv-
ing the "externai" realization of one of the verb's arguments. I t must also be dis
tinguished (as pointed out by Jacqueline Guéron (personal communication)) from 

1 ^ 
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the notion of predication that appears to be relevant for ali structures where an un-
saímalaíLelemcnnthFpredicate) combmcTUri various syntactic ways) witElíirãrgn-
ment expression (what we might call "Fregean predication"). These stractures are 
arguably exempliíied by clitic left-dislocation in Romance and even by simple clitic-
constructiona according to the analysis proposed in Delfitto 2002b, where pronomi
nal clitics (including those that stand for predicates) are assiimed to reopen the 
argument position to which they are formally related. The point to be made here is 
that in ali these cases, functional abstraction appears to feed Information structure 
(the left-dislocated argument is interpreted as a topic) and applies to both perfective 
and imperfective seníences. In fact, many of the sentences involving (left-)dislocated 
topics are arguably interpreted as thetical sentences, consisting in the presentation 
of an evení rather than in lhe ascription of a property to an individual. Within the 
framework proposed here, this fact is captured by assuming that there is an interface 
levei at which even topics undergo some kind of VP-internal "logical" reconstruction 
(say, through ?v-conversion), on a par with the argiiments of V that are syntactically 
displaced outside the VP. "WTiaXjnyserfeç^ "encodes," as emphasized 
above, is the interface instruction tjraúpnejjf the arguments_of V _ J ^ ^ arguments 
çnicialiy incíuded) is not allowed to reconstruct, either syntactically or "logically," 
with the result that there will be no interface representationexpressing a "thetical" 
interpretation of the relevant sentence. Analogously, I intend to propose that perfec
tive marking does not preveiit (parts of) a syntactic represcntation from exprcssing 
functional abstraction, possibly feeding specific interpretive (sub)systems, among 
them Information structure; instead, what perfective marking establishes is the re-
quirement that there be an interface represcntation where the linguistic expression 
corresponding to the VP is viewed as a fully saturated expression (this interface rep
rescntation being relevant for the thetical interpretation of the sentence). 

On the basis of these theoretical preliminaries, let us now look briefly at one deci-
sive theoretical merit of the proposed interpretation of imperfective marking as 
predication, that is, the possibility ofklentifyingjJaeLx^aiimon^ A the. 
twojnost^saljentjgadings of imperfectiye_ggntencgs;_tbg.̂  . 

Let us start w i th"Ã^^S toaFreS ing | ^nde r the most fashionable anflysísTthe 
habitual reading correlpgnárT5'XreIilKrn betwpen twç fiia.s.ses of events and this 
relation is expressed by a (possiblylmpUc^ Q-adverbT^T^lready emphasized in 
section 4.2, the trouble with this analysis is tháfTh^T^láfional interpretation is found 
both with imperfective and with perfective predicates. To exemplify, consider the fact 
that the interpretation of (36) and (37) in Italian is virtually the same and can be 
roughly expressed by the logical represcntation in (38). 

(36) Nei 1922, il preside delia Facoltà di Lettere indossò sempre la cravatta. 
'In 1922, the dean of the Facuity of Axt& always wore-PERF a tie.' 
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(37) Nei 1922. il preside delia Facoltà di Lettere indossava sempre la cravatta. 
' In 1922, the dean of the Faculty of Arts always wore-iMP a tie.' 

(38) [T(e) <= 1922 A C(the dean, e)] [wear-a-tie(the dean,^)] 
where T ( e ) denotes the time stretch of event e. 

Tn infonnal terms,„^J :he events in 1922 in which the dean had the opportunity of 
wearing a tie have been events in which the dean actually wore a tie. I f what we are 
looking for is the difference between perfeciive mariíing in (36) and imperfective 
marking in (37), it is thus safe to conclude that the difference has notliing to do with 
the relationai interpretation iiiduced by Q-adverbs (inchiding the implicit Gen, as 
discussed in section 4.2). 

The Jruíh-conditionaJ__difiCT and (37) consists in the modal 
dimension. ppper to (37) and absent from (36)^ To exemplify, let us suppose that 
the foUowing hypothetical simation holds. After accurate research in the university 
archives, I could determine that in 1922 there could be no opportunity for the dean 
to wear a tie on formal occasions, because the university could not function normally 
as a result of politicai turmoil. However, suppose that I could also determine that, 
according to the university regtilations of 1922, the dean was requested to wear a 
tie during any formal ceremony involving staff and students. I t is now a fact that, 
according to native speakers of Italian, my utterance of (37) (which involves imper
fective marking) givcs rise to a truc sentcnce in lhe situalion just describcd (where no 

^^j^^^^Q^ J P ^ ^ ^ C C ; formal ceremony^tookplace because of abnormal funclioning), whilc (36) is clearly 
(jij&V^'^^^•^^^'^'^ ' evaluated as fals£ in thejame_çircumst^ In other words, the truth .of (37)v^^^oii» 

trar>' to the truth ofj^30j^pjs.nolrequire events oftl^^^^ kind to have taken 
place in the r r a ^ ^ Rather, for (37) to be true, it sulíices that the relation "wear-
a-tie(the dean,^)" holds in ali possible situations that confonn with the university 
regulatíons. More formally, we can say that (37) is true in the real world i f j j i d 
only if the relation "wear-a-tie(the dean, £>)" holds in ali the worlds of the Iç/eon/Zc 
modal base that i& relevant foi this relation. Since I have already argued (see sectiorf 
4.2) that the j^Çtected modal import cannot be encoded by Q-advérbs, y t is quite 
reasonable to let it folíow fróm the semantics of the predicational format. In fuU 
agreemenl with the discussion above, I propose, for (37), the íogical representation in 
(39). 

(39) Ve [ i { e ) c 1922_Aj^X5_e)lJfeear^^ (the dean) _ 

\^Informally, in 1922^wearin^_a t k on^fo was a properiy of the dean[ 

From this discussion, we can conclude that lhe habitual reading of imperfective 
sentences is not due to the presence of Q-adverbs (or of polarity features triggcring 
the presence of Q-adverbs). Rather, the modal import_prope£ to habitual sentences^ 
follows from their predicational format: i f a Q-adverb is present, it will simply induce 
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a relatioiíal interpretation of the property tha t is ascribed to the subject of predica-
tion, as is the case in ( 3 9 ) . 

I t is time now to turn to the £iogressive reading of imperfective sentences. At first 
sight, there seems to be no point in arguing that imperfectives interpreted as pro-
gressives are assigned predicational formats at the levei of L F . Intuitively, sentences 
such as those in ( 4 0 ) instantiate typical thetical stractures, since they arguably express 
the information that a certain event (viz., the crossing of the street) is developing (i.e., 
Holds) at a certain evaluation time (the time expressed in ( 4 0 ) by the adverb of tem
poral location). J Q L - CKy pJJiO*^ 
( 4 0 ) Alie cinque, Teo attraversava la S t r a d a . ^ ^ " " ^ " ^ CK^^SJU^^-^^'^^ 

at five Teo crossed-iMP the street 
'At five o'clock, Teo was crossing the street.' 

Despite these appearances, I vãll^cto^llv^argue^^ even proyessives are assigned 
a categorical inteipxetationji.e.. they are interpreted predicationally) Miên~ffiiylire~r 
realized as imperfectives. 

Before I come to the main issue, some prcliminary remarks are in order. As is well D of rv r í Y T > 
known, the semantics of progressive aspect includes not only event inere^ogy (LJ^ " " ^ L Í J Ŷ "̂"̂  
the possibility of referring to subparts of larger events) but also a set of contextual .jLi/^-^Mjj C>-4 
factorg, In the formal semantics literature, these factors have been most commonly ^ (yj^Xà ^ 
analyzed in^tenns of possible worlds/situations (Landman 1 9 9 1 ) or in terms of con- i ^ < w ^ ^ l *^ 
comitant facts and conversational backgrounds (Bonomi 1 9 9 7 ) . One of the most ' ^ backgrounds (Bonomi 1 9 9 7 ) 
debated problems concerns Dowty's ( 1 9 7 9 ) notion of inertia worlds, according to 
which the worlds belonging to the modal base can be characterized by restricting 
one's attention to the most natural development of the event holding at the evalua
tion time. Suppose one utters ( 4 1 ) . 

( 4 1 ) Teo was crossing the street when a car hit him. 

According to Dowty's proposal, ( 4 1 ) is true if and only if its most natural develop-
^y^í^Xyfi-]^ tnent leads to its completion (not necessarily in the real world, where some accident 

might have prevented Teo from reaching the other side of the street). The trouble is 
that every speaker of English would agree, as a matter of world knowledge, that the 
most natural continuation of the event holding at r (the crossing) does not involve 
reaching the other side of the street in the situation described in ( 4 1 ) , where a car hit 
poor Teo. Landman ( 1 9 9 1 ) has proposed a solution to this problem that is infonnally 
based on the idea that the worlds of the modal base have to be those in which only 
the "internai" development of the event is considered (in this way, the fact that poor 
Teo was hit by the car in ( 4 1 ) is simply put out of the picture in establishing whether 
there is a "possible" cuimination of the relevant event). The logical form corre-
sponding to ( 4 1 ) will be something like ( 4 2 ) (adapted from Landman 1 9 9 1 ) . 
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(42) Be' 3t [ AT ( e ' , l) A PROG(é' ' , Xe (crossing(e) A Agetit (Teo, e) A Theme(the 
Street, <?))] 

Inspection of (42) reveals that the progressive operator P R Q g is formally analyzed 
as a relation between evgxtsjind..imikaÍ£S_Qf S Y C t i t s . T h e truth-conditions for this 
relation are as follows: 

(43) [ P R O G ( e , P) A AT ( e , /)] is trae at w iff 3vi/' in the continuation branch of e in 
IV such that e S e' and P{e') and í c x(e') (where i is a function assigning a 
temporal extension to events) 

W h a t Landman ' s formalization sarisfactorily captures is the insight that an event e 
can be said to hold at / i f and only i f by ins^eçUng thÊ.çontiiiuation of e that stems 

f rom the internai constitution oí á{continuationhmiwh).'^-e arrive at a possible si tu-
ation w' (that qualifies as reasonable wi th respect to the real wor ld w) in which e 
cii lminates (this culminated event being in the extension of the predicate P ) . I n this 
way , (41) is correctly predicted to be tnie i f Teo was crossing the street without being 
able to reach the other side, because of the accident that happened to h im. T h e point 
is that we have the intuit ion that there is a possible situation qualifying as a reason
able option for the event initiated in the real wor ld , in which Teo acti ial ly reached 
the other side of the street. A t the same time, we can also account for the clear con-

trast between (41) and sentences o f the k i n d exemplified i n (44). , „ 

(44) Teo IS wiping out the R o m a n army.^í^J7 /^c^Jcvacabaoclx ) c| O O ^ C A J J O 

I n the case of (44), we want the sentence to be false in a situation in which Teo has 

already ki l led, say, three R o m a n soldiers and is still busy fighting, Landman ' s truth-

conditions correctly capture this intuit ion: at a given point, the continuation branch 

of e (on our way toward culmination) w i i l be in a wor ld w' that no longer qualifies as 

a reasonable option w i th respect to the original situation in the real wor ld (e.g., the 

wor ld w' i n wh ich Teo has already ki l led a thousand R o m a n soldiers; see also Zucch i 

1999, 184). I t is wor th noting that nonmodal approaches tn the semantics o f the 

progressive (see espe£Íal lyJParson^990)j^ (41) 

and (44). There , deve lop in^^ventsare in tiie extension of the predicate Hold, while 

culnunated^vents are i n the extension o f the predicate Cidrmmt^, However, we do * 

not know under wh ich conditions the predicate Hold truly applies to e at /. F o r 

instance, in both (41) and (44) the holding event qualifies as a proper subpart of its 

culminated counterpart. T h e trouble is that we ^va£itJojay_ thatjh££y.enLo<lçrossing 

the _siree.t h f l l d sa t í (41)3 w i i i l e t h e ^ ^ out the R o m a n army does not 

hold at t (44). T h i s cn ic ia l insight remains dangerously unexpressed i n "Páfson^g^s 

formal ism. 

However , despite its merits, Landman ' s semantics for the progressive, as it stands, 

is unsuited to my purposes, in that i t does not properly acknowledge that predicates 
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of cvents can refer, in their basic form, to .holding events. This assumption is neces-
sary in o r d e r to express the insight that_asgectolly^ forms convey neutral 
Information about the culmination of the e v e n t s thgy_refer.to: as we have seen in 
the previous scction, imperfective niarkingjs^comjuitible^^w^ 
events. I n order to see how this feature of Landman's analysis manifests itself within 
the fonnaiism he proposes, notice for instancej.ha^tjji (42X.it is only__the_CTJlrnir^^ 
evení^í?, but not the deveioping e v e n l í''._that is said toj2eJji.,:tíie..£XteiiáQa^ÍJbe 

, predica te i n o r d e r to repair this^deiiciency o f Landman"s formalism, whOe 
preserving the crucial advantages of the modal analysis, I vvill basically adoptl*^^ 
Ziicchi'"s (1999) proposal, which consists in_embedding into a modal frameworky^''^'f^'^^^^^ 
Parsons's (1990) insighi that basic forms can refer to developing events. For a s e n - 1 ^ ^ , '"B-VO- L ? 
t e n c e such as (41), Zucchi's analysis would provide the logical form in (45) (adapted^ " ^ 
from Zucchi 1999). 

(45) BÉ- 3í [crossing(e) A Agent(e, Teo) A Them.e(e, the street) A AT(e, t) A 
Hold(e, í,J]^[crossing(e) A Themeíe, the street)])] 

What (45) does is repair the reporled absence of conditions on the predicate Hold 
hy requiring that the relevant crossmg evcnt have i t s cuíininated counterpart on its 
continua ti on branch in order to hold at / (Zucchi 1999, Ĵ 94)̂ _̂  

Now that I have sketched a fomial analysis of progressive aspect that seems 
more promising in view of the requirements on imperfective marking that emerged in 
section 4.2, it is time to go back to the main issue; How do the truth-conditions pro-
posed lor the p r o g r e s s i v e r e l a t e to the semantic instroctions e n c o j ^ 

__fectiye_as2eçt? And what do progressivity and habituality have in common? 
Let US start with the latter questíon. On the basis of the foregoing discussion, we Ú, oga^a^^MA^^ ^ 

can conclude that whatjrogressives and habituais certainly have in common is the \ / A ' 
fac^jhaLtheJiiithjççH^^ diefined for both of them clearly reqt^ire evaP 
uation with resj^ct to a well-established set nípn^ssibiR w n r l d s i n 

1 % 

Íds|moclal bas^jírTother 
words, the point I wish to make is that the modal dimension'iEãriíãs"5een detected 
in the analysis of habituais is aiso clearly required for an adequate analysis of the 
truth-conditions of progressives. What remains to be shown is that the modal 
dimension of progressives foUows, as is arguably the case witli habituais, from the 
predicational format encoded by m e a n s of imperfective marking. 
• I would submit that this hypothesis is actually supported by a proper analysis of 
the-ttilg, played, in p£ogrs§SÍSfi.âffltençeSj_ by adverbŝ q̂ ^̂ ^ joçatioii,. For in-
stance, in (40) (repeated here) the temporal adverbial provides the time at which the 
crossing event is said t o hold. 

(40) Alie cinque, Teo attraversava la S t r a d a , 

at five Teo crossed-lMP the street 
"At five o'clock, Teo was crossing the street.' 
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Adopting the insightful suggestions made by Jespersen (1924) and Kearns (1991), 
we might express this fact by claimiW that progressivesj2ípi£S^ 
th£time_of the event is soraehow "framed" by the event itself. This would be consis-
tent with the event mereology involved in the semantics of progressive aspect, in full 
agreement with niy claim that imperfective marking is neutral with respect to the 
ctilrni^tion of the_eyent(s)^ On the othcr hand, we have just seen that the conditions 
on the predicate Hoíd ai z/crucially involve reference to the vossihle contiruiaiion of 
the_holding event, up to culmination. We can see the culminated event e' as framing 
the evaluáubn time / aj, which a sub£art_oflg'—say, e—is said to hold. 

My claim is that thi!t|"frame interoretation'; is syntactically encoded by means of a 
predicational format involving a subject-predicate structui-e. The sublect of predica-
tiQíL is-the ^^aluation tme t. 
' ^ E l \ í s consider this hypothesis in some detail. From the semantics of the progres

sive sketched above, we derive the important consequence that, in speaking about 
developing events,_we are_actually "framing" a certain time /, which acquires a sort 
of conceptual prominence. The idea is that this intuitive prominence is forraally 
expressed by a logical format in which the framed time counts as a subject of predi-
cation. In this way, we clearly sliift from thptiral tn a rategorical interpretation of 
the progressive aspec tFor a sentence like (46), the tnxth-conditions that most con-
veniently suit its logical form (a consequence of the predicational format in syntax) 
are those híformally spelled out in (47), rathcr than those spciled out in (48). fy-vdtyTi 

(46) Atfiveo'clock,Teowaseatinganapple ."olA 5^^. lío J^^O^^^O^ ^^•'^^^^ 

(47) The time five o'clock is such that an event of eating (by Teo) was developing IQ ^ 

^tit- ^ X ^ ^ í ^ ^ 
(48) There has been an event of eating (by Teo) that was developing at íive o'clock. 

There is some additional empirical evidence, from Italian, that this hypothesis is 
on the right track. Bianchi, Squartini, and Bertinetto (1995) obser\'e that punctual^ 
adverbiais necessarily occur, with progressive sentences^in jgsitions outside the 
''fMiediçq(iv;e^u3idew;--u)f the sentence, that is, either ÍTÍiit-~\ii(left-disiocated. Qccur-
rence in a nondislocated position (i.e., postverbally aild-mth unmarked intonation) 
yields ungrammaticality. The relevant paradigin is given in (49), where the prpgres-
sive reading is encoded by mcans of the imperfect. í 

(49) a. Alie cinque, Teo maHgwvfl. 6 i v , CXJ^^V^A.-00 
'At five o'clock, Teo aíe-mp' 

b. Teo ^«,ng«mj, alie cinque. 5-^ 
'Teo ate-iMP, at five.' 

Af % V 

c. #Teo mangiava alie cinque. 
'Teo ate-iMP at five.' ' to 
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The most noticeable fact about (49) is that it is not the case that (49c) is simply 
ungrammatica l w i th the impeifect. jRather, it is ungtammatica l under the progressive 

^reading of tlie imperfect. Under the habitual reading ('Tn the relevant period, Teo 
used to eat at five o'clock'), (49c) is fully acceptable. B ianch i , Squart ini , and Ber t i -
netto (1995) explain (49) by_assuming that the punctual temporal adverbs involved 
denote a perspective poiírt P l iy means of which the speaker " introduces a part icu lar " 
perspective on the event" (p . 320). They also propose that " the syntactic prominence 
of P is related to its prominence in the informational structure of the t ex t " (p . 320). 
Notice that the framework I have developed permits an eiegant translation of a l i 
these_jnsights. T h e pimctual adverbs that undergo dislocation are exãctIy~tEõsè 
adverbs that most readily al low 'S^tíSMe interpritãtiorú!' The contextual promi
nence can be naturaUy understood in terms o f tlie " f raming effect" described above. 
L a s t but not least, syntactic prominence should be understood in terms of predica-
t|paL.whatever the final s ^ t a c t i c ^ o s i t i o n of the punctual adverb may be, it is my 
c la im that,the movement p a S ^ o f S e adverb crucial ly involves displacement to the 
PreáPJayerj as a resiilt o f the aspectual information encoded on the verb (i.e., the 
semantic instruction according to wh ich the V P must be interpreted as a "predi-
cative'" category that ascribes a property to an object). Unde r the hypothesis that 
temporal adverbs expressing the event time occur VP- interna l ly (see L a r s o n 1988; 
Bertinetto and Delfitto 2000), the requirement that they be displaced to Spec,PredP 
yields a catcgorical structure i n which they count as subjcct o f prcdication. T h e result 
o f this analysis is that the sentence in (40) is assigned the logical fonn in (50). 

(50) [Xi (3e [crossing(e) A Agent (Teo , e) A Theme(e, the street) A AT(e, t) A 
H o l d ( e , " X e [crossing(e) A Theme(e, the street)])])] (five o 'clock) 

Compare the logical fonn in (50) with the logical representation that T proposed for 
habitual sentences, as exemplified i n (39). I r i bo th cases, we have a property asci ibed 
to a subject (the À-abstract corresponding to the V P is interpreledpntensionally) I n 
order to reach this r esu l t I have simply capitalized on the two essential semantic 
ingredients of imperfective morphology: 

1. the fact that it encodes a predicative interpretation of the V P and 
2. the fact that it expresses neutral infonnation w i th respect to the ontological con-
stitution of the event. 

W e have seen that both habituajs and propressives are based on a pradjcational for-
mat. A s for c la im 2, neutrality mamfests itself in the fact that habituais typically 
involve culminated events, whereas progressives nonnal ly refer to holding events. O f 
course, I have not explained how a speaker, giygn a sentence with imperfective 
mark ing , caii disambiguate between a progLCSsive reading and a_habitual one ( b ^ 

j j f H d i n g , for instan^p wh^rh n f t h o ^ a i ^ i r n e n t ^ ^ gets interpreted ãs the 
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subject of-^^í^rçiti^^ I n fact, as far as we know, this might be the product o f a 
complex interplay o f syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic factors that remain to be 
sorted out. However, notice that given an imperfective sentence hke (51a) in a non-
narrative context, there is fuU ambiguity, in I ta l ian , between the progressive and the 
habitual readings. 

(51) a. Teo mawg/ara una mela. "^JO OermAjCfc- |A/VY\Ol/ J/wXXC^CX-
' Teo ate-iMP an apple.' 

b. 'Teo was eating an apple.' 
c. 'Teo used to eat an apple.' 

W e can interpret this ambigxiity as ev idencejhat , as far.r^s thp ,s&niantics--Df theJm-___ 
gerfecTgoes, the choice betweêrTtíie two r e a d i n ^ i s^nt i re ly free. Th i s is so because 
the semantic cõnstrãmtFêncôdêd by imperfective niorphology are flexible enough 
to leave extra room for distinct interpretive choices. The point is that imperfective 
morphology expresses inteipretive constraints (conceniing the intensional interpreta-
tion o f an abstract predicational format) that are compaíible w i th both readings. The 
semantic instructions encoded i n morphosyntax constrain interpretation by inducing 
an abstract subject-predicate format, without deciding, however, between the pro
gressive and the habitual readings. 

4.4 The Present Tense Paradox 

In the 1970s, Gregory Car l son proposed an elegant analysis according to which bare 
subiects (i.e,. determinerless noun phrases occurring as subiects)_c.an be interpreted 
existentially only i f they combine with_ia£fcIeY.d...RI£dicatgs (essentially, predicates 
expressing reports on the passing scene) (Car lson 1980). Subsequent empirical re-
search led to the conclusion that the data are in fact, from this theoretical per
spective, quite paradoxical : existgntial readings are also found w i th individual- level . . 
prejdicales, „aSjaJl}£_çasejn_^ predicates_that do not 
Hjanse the existential interpretation of their subiects, as can be seen in (53). Both sets 
of facts are qu i t epuSz l ing l t iCar l son ' s perspective. 

(52) TyphoogiLariseJin this part o f the Pacific. 
'It is a ííj;operty^f this part of the Pacific that some typhoons arise in i t , ' 

(53) F i remen are joyful/invisible/on holiday. 
(fireman(.Y) A joyful/invisible/on holiday(.\-)) 

O n the basis o f the class of facts exemplificd by (52), K ra t z e r (1995) proposed a sub-
stantial revision o f Car lson 's theory, according lo wh ich bare nouns are interpreted 
as introducing a restricted variable that is quantified over by the variable-taking 
operators 3 and Gen . W i th in Kra t ze r ' s analysis, stage-level predicates are interpreted 
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as those predicates that ejçp^ss a temporary property of individuais and differ from 
Jiidividual-level predicates (which refer to permanent properties of indi\'iduals) in 
argument structure terms. More exactly, there are two relevant argument structure 
properties.-The íirst concenis the fact that, unlikejmdnndual-levei predicatesj^slasi; 
Içyel predicates ykre endòwècí, with a (possibly implicit) spatiotemporal argument 
expressing spatial or temporal location. Tn this way, one can account for the inter-
pretation associated with (52) by simply assuming that the variabie introduced by the 
bare subjeçtjs_guantified over by 3, whereas Gen binds the variabie introduced by 
the^yértjocativí^ This leads to the logical representation in X§̂ ), which provides the 

J^^vál——^eíired reading of (52). ^ ^ 

• 5»^ (54) Gen(/) [this-part-of-the-Pacific(/)] 3x [typhoon(x) A arise-in(x, /)] 

This hypothesis also provides an adequate logical representation of senlences such as 
(55), where there is no overt locative, under the assumption that the abstract iocation 
argument associated with stage-level predicates need not be phoneticaUy reahzed in 
order to be syntactically represented. The relevant logical form is given in (56). 

(55) Firemen are availábfe. 

(56) Gen(/ ) (^^( ' ' ) ] 
3x [fireman(x) A available(.x, /)] 

'There are typically some íiremen available around here.' 
The second difference in argument structure proposed by Kratzer is that the subject 
of individual-leve! predicates cannot be in the scope of the existential operator (this 
result is achieved, technically, by stipulating that the syntactic domain of existential 
quantification is the VP and that subjects of individual-level predicates are generated 
outside the VP and cannot be reconstructed VP-internally). This second property is 
needed in order to conectly exclude the existential reading of sentences like (57), 
shown in (58). Namely, notice that nothing prevents 3 from quantifying over the 
variabie introduced by the subject, unless it is explicitly assumed that this variabie 
falis outside the scope of 3. 
(57) Typhoons are dangerous. 
(58) 3.x [typhoon(.T,:) A dangerous(.r)] 

__H£l£JLwould like to argue that Kratzer's analysis, in spite of its attractive fea-
tures, is empinçaliyjSttenable. In particular, there arejio argument structure differ-
ences betweei^stage-level^predicates andtadividuai-1^ The_point is that 
it is not difficult to fmd predicates that express temporary properties__but do not 
a4mit an existential intgprçtalioit of their jsuÇic^^ as (59) should 
liccnse both interprctations in (60) according to Kratzer's anaiysis: (60a) corrcsponds 
to the reading in which the variabie introduced by the subject, being reconstructed 
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VP-intemally, is in the scope of 3, while (60b) corresponds to the reading in which 
3 is in the scope of the quasi-universal quantifier on spatiotemporal variables. 

(59) Typhoons arise suddenly. A jLÚdCUAO^ •'•'V^.XKO 

(60) a. 3x (typhoon(x) A arise-suddenly(x)) ys^^ÓuQ ' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
'There are typhoons that arise suddenly.' [ o / O / / v ^ ^ p ^ ' ^ ^ f ^ 

b. Gen(/) [here(/)] úx [typhoon(jc) A arise-suddenly(A-)] 
'There are typically typhoons that arise suddenly around here.' J 

The ugavailabiUty of both readings in (60) is entirely unexpected, especially if we 
consider that the predicate mi se-suddenly gives rise to the kind of seinantic ainbi-
guities that are proper, according to Kratzer, to stage-level predicates. Namely, a 
sentence like (61) can be interpreted, in the appropriate contexts, both as (62a) and 
as (62b). 

(61) Almost ali diseases arise suddenly in tropical countries. 

(62) a. 'Almost ali diseases arise suddenly when they happen to arise in tropical 
countries.' 

b. 'Almost ali diseases in tropical countries arise suddenly.' 

Another relevant case concems the difference between transitive predicates and uner-
gative predicates. In the Hterature, it is often eraphasized that sentences such as (63), 
involving a stage-level transitive predicate, are easily interpreted, modulo some pro-
sodic and contextual factors, as licensing an existential interpretation of the subject 
('It is a property of modem planes that there are some computers that route tliem'). 

(63) Computers route modern planes. 

Now, ij_is_gjact that nejther context nor prosody can rescue an existential reading_pf 
the subject in sentences involving the kind of unergative predicates instantiated in 
(64) . 

(64) a. Students work hard. 
b. Professors wear a tie. 
c. Italians drive fast. 

In the case of (64a), for instance, both interpretations shown in (65) are completely 
excluded. 

(65) a. 3.\ (student(A-) A work-hard(x)) 
'There are students who work hard.' 

b. Gen(/) [here(/) 3.\ [student(x) A work-hard(A-)] 

The unavailability of the existential readings in (60a) and (65a) clearly suggests 
that .VPjnlmial-feeoftstoiiiLS^^ does not really discriminate between stage-level and 

r 
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individual-level predicates. If reconstmction were uniformly admissible for stage-
TCTer~predicates, we should expect both (60a) and (65a) to be legitimale readings, 
rnnfv^fy fo t|if f^rtg One might árguelliãf tfie existcntial reading of the suBfêcTTs 
indeed possible (via VP-intemal reconstruction) but triggers an illegitimate vacuous 
quantification configuration, owing to the absence of an appropriate bindee for the 
Gen operator present in the structure. However, if this is the case, one predicts that 
the prospects for the existential reading of the subject should improve if an appro
priate bindee is actually added to the structure, in the form of the abstract location 
argument proposed by Kratzer. Unfortunately, this prediction is not borne out, since 
the lógica! fonns in (60b) and (65b) do not correspond to legitimate interpretations 
of (59) and (64a). respectively. On the basis of these facts, we are led to conclude that 
the distribution of the existential readings cannot be easily reduced to the set of dif-
ifitences in argument struç<"rp î ftwegn stage-level and individual-level predicates 
proposed by Kratzer. 

Now, consider the foUowing alternative hvpQtbesis. Suppose that allmresent tense 
sentences (since they involve ̂ mperfective marking) are interpreted "categorically,' 
that is, as the ascription of a property to asubject õf predication, as argued in section 
4.3. This means that ali present tense sentences will have a subject of predication that 
cannot be reconstructed, independently of the stage-level/individual-levei distinction. 
Of course, the sijbiect of predication (i.e., the referential constituent that is displaced 
to the PredP levei) nccd not coincide with the grammaJÍ£aL..su as repeatedly 
emphasized in section 4.3. Tn this perspective, the relevant difference between a sen-
tence hke (52) and a sentence like (59) is that in the fnnriftr contrary to what happens 
in the latter. there is a spatial location argiunent, distinct from the grammatical sub-
ject, that mav count as a subject of predication. I f this is what happens in (52), there 
will be no need for the grammatical subject to be displaced to the PredP levei. 
Whatever the final syntactic position of the grammatical subject may be, VP-intemal 
reconstruction will be permitted and this will autoraatically turn the existential read
ing of the subject into a legitimate constmal.In (59), on the contrary. there is ng 
argument—besides the grammatical^ubject—to be "promoted'^.LQJàe PredPJgygL_ 
Displacement of the gî amraatical subject to the PredP levei will be the only way to 
ensure that the structure is interpreted categorically, as required by the semantic 
instruction encoded by imperfective marking. 

The same explanatory paradigm can now be applied to the analysis of the conlrast 
between transitive sentences like (63) and the intransitive sentences in (64). In (63) 
there is a legitimate construal in which the direct object counts as the subject of 
predication (with the grammatical subject reconstructed VP-intemally), whereas 
in (64) the grammatical subject necessarily coincides with the logical subject (this 
arguably rales out the existential constiaial associated with VP-internal reconstruc
tion). Notice that this style of explanation implies a complete rejection of Kratzer's 
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hypotheses. It is not true ihat predicates expressing a temporary property uniformly 
license a (possibly iiull) spatiotemporal argument; if this were the case, the null 
location argument might be promoted to logical subject in (59) and (64) and we 
would be left without a principled explanation for the exclusion of the existential 
reading of the grammatical subject. It is also not true that predicates expressing a 
temporary property unifonriiy admit VP-internal reconstruction of their grammatical 
subject: i f this were the case, the existential interpretation of the grammatical subject 
in (59) and (64) should be fully legitimate. I n a nutshell, these remarks show that it is 

_preferable to replace the lexical opposition between stage-leveTãird iifaividual-lcvel" 
^predicates with the grâirimãTícãl opposIHõn~5êfwÍên'peifécti and imperfectively ' 
jnarked predicates: the latter, which instantiate the default aspectual raarking, uãP" 
foiTnly encode a categorical interpulalion of the senience (hence a nonexistential in
terpretation of the grammatical subject in ali structures io .w^fili_there is no extra 

^CíPlíniêílt.^aiiailaJjk^.as JheJogÍ£al subject). I f this analysis is essentially correct, it 
provides indirect empirical coiToboration for the logical interpretation of aspectual 
raarking that I proposed in section 4.3: the absence of cerfain existential readings 
cLearly correlates with the categorical interpretation of ali imperfe^tiyelv marked 
sentençgs. 

In fact, I believe there is another nice extension of tliis explanatory paradigm, 
which somehow completes the resolution of the present tense paradox. Consider the 
following facts. In the literaturc, thcre is widely considcred to be a large set of non-
verbal heads that behave quite dilTerently from predicates like to be. availahle in (55), 
even though they express a rather extreme sort of temporary property, namely, a 
report on contingent events or states ("reports on the passing scene"). Some of them 
have already been instantiated in (53), Other examples are given in (66) (see Delfitto 
2002a and the references quoted therein). 

(66) Firemen are rich/sad/hungry. 

What we should manage to explain is why a null location argument is arguably 
licensed with predicates like arailahle in (55) and completely excluded with the kind 
of predicate in (66). From Kratzer's perspective, ali these predicates should qualify 
as stage-level (they clearly refer to temporary properties). This shows that what is 
relevant for an explanation is certainly not the boundary betwreen stage-level and 
individual-level predicates. As originally noted by Higginbotham and Ramchand 
(1996), predicates such as availahle involve a notion of spatiotemporal location in the 
form of spatiotemporal proximity to the speaker: availahle in (55) actually means 
something like 'availahle around here' (at least whenever the sentence is uttered in an 
"out-of-the-blue" contexf). Licensing of a null location argument thus correlates with 
the assignment of a default indexical reading: only tlie cases where speaker orienta-
tion is somehow encoded in the lexical meaning of the predicate will be cases where a 
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phonetically silent location argtiment is syntactically licensed and possibly promoted 
to logical subject. There ]jin_íact^s^^^^ observation that strongly cor-
roborates the hypothesis that predicates allowing existential readings are predicates 
expressing the speaker''s poini"of view. There is a systematic correlation between tíie 
availability of existential readings in Énglish and the availability of postverbal sub-
jects with unmarked interpretation in Ttaiian. To see this, let us consider the follow-
ing English predicates, ali allowing an existential reading of the subject: 

(67) a. Firemen are available. 
b. Firemen are on strike. 
c. Firemen are nearby. 

The Italian equivalents of (67) are sentences involving a postverbal realization of 
the subject. This subject i.s not necessarily interpreted as the only focused constituent 
of the sentence (narrow focus); rather, the whoie sentence is easily interpreted prc-
sentationally, in terms of an "all-focus sentence" {'There are some firemen available/ 
on strike/nearby'). The relevant examples are given in (68). 

(68) a. Sono disponibili pompieri/i pompieril-' ' • ^ ^ JU^XccO "QO^ 
are available firemen the firemen ^i^' K 
'There are firemen available around here.' àS^^^(?^Sn^^^^^ 
'Firemen are available around here.' 

b. Sono in sciopero pompieri/i pompieri. _ v 
are on strike firemen the firemen ^^-rt^lotlX/TO JLM^^ JUJ^ <^ 
'There are firemen on strike around here.' 
'Firemen are on strike around here.' , \ L — ' 

c. C i sono qui vicino pompieri/i pompieri. ( VDS ] V A S ' ' ^ ' ^ yQjLXKJ^Ó -J^^^ 
there are here nearby firemen the firemen 4~à/'ty\ 
'There are firemen nearby.' ( 1 
'Firemen are nearby.' 

As the English translations show, ali sentenrps in (f,^) in^'flYf f;píiti"t'í'mr"rii] prnT: 
imity to the speaker whenever interpreted "jMJJJlíhe blue.''.„Apparently. licensing a 
neutral interpretation of the postverbal subject involves licensing of a null location 
argument expressing spatiotemporal proximity to the speaker. This empty spatio-
temporal argument is hkely to play a crucial role in enstiring that inversion structures 
are syntactically licensed while receiving an "all-focus" mtergretation. A possibility 
chat comes to mind is that thqExtended Projection Principie | ( E P P ) , or whatever 
condition is assumed to subsume i l (like chêcking of a strong D-feãnire in T in the 
minimalist .systera of Chomsky 1995), is satisfied by covert displacemení of tlic empty 
locative to the relevant syntactic position. In this way, we predict that in intransi-
tive structures where there is no erapty locative, it is the grammatical subject that 
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obligatorily moves lo Spec.T in order to satisfy the EPP. [f the subject surfaces 
postverbally, this position is arguably tiie resiilt of some marked (i.e., informationally 
related) rightward movement strategy: the subject moves lightward in order to íind 
itself in a position where it can be assigned "narrowjba^" (a sort of "prosodic (jçyY^ç^/^^r\O^0\, 
movement" in the sense of Zubizarreta 1995). This prediction is clearly bome out. 
The Ttaiian equivalents of (66) (for which T have argued that the ban on the existen-
tial reading of the subject depends on the absence of an empty locative) are neces-
sarily interpreted with a narrow focus reading of the inverted subject: since the EPP 
cannot be satisfied by the empty locative, the structure necessarily involves rightward 
prosodic movement. 
(69) a. *Sono ricchi pompieri/i pompieri. ^ ^ ^ j ^ c ^ \ ^ Ic^rrr^:^^-'^ 

(OK with narrow focus of the inverted subject) / Q \p,9.̂ -Y-̂ \:í̂ ^A ŝj S jv-í-®^" 
'There are rich firemen.' V, J 
'Firemen are rich.' 

b. *Sono tristi pompieri/i pompieri, 
(OK with narrow focus of the inverted subject) J^yj^iJ^^ 
'There are sad firemen.' 
'Firemen are sad.' 

c. *Sono affamati pompieri/i pompieri. 
(OK with narrow focus of the inverted subject) „ Lc>^ 
'There are hungry firemen.' ^ " ' T ^ ^ J 

'Firemen are hungry.' 

The proposed correlation between existential reading of the subject in English and 
unmarked subject Ínversion in Italian thus corroborates the view that the presence of 
a null spatiotemporal argument is not a propertv of ali .stage-l(;vel predicates. Tn fact, 
only a small fraction of stage-level predicates interpreted as reports on the passing 
scene license empty locativas, whose presence is essential to the existential reading 
of the subject. This is due to the fact that existential readings are based on the avail-
abiUty of a subject of predication distinct from the grammatical subject: for a sub-
set of the sentences interpreted as reports on the passing scene, this logicaí subject 
can coincide with a phonetically unrealized location argument. This conclusion 
shows that what is relevantjo^fi prnper imd^rstHndinjg of the existential readings 
js^jhe aspectual opposijiojij)erfectWe/im and not the lexical opposition 
.stage-leveyindiyidua^ provides additional empinca! evidence for the 
categorical status of progressives and, more generally, sentences expressing reports 
on contingent evenís or states: in spite of their intuitive presentational status, these 
sentences are uniformly associated with a subject-predicate logical form. It is this 
logkaj^íbim that ai-^^ Carlson's present tense paradox. 9 
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4.5 Conclusions 

In this chapter, I have argued against two influential analyses of imperfective mor-
phology: (i) the imperfect as an aspectually sensitive tense and (ii) the imperfecl 
as encoding quanlification over individuais or events. The analysis I developed views 
imperfective marking as encoding a predicational interpretation of the minimal 
functional complex ( V P ) of the predicate to which itiipBhes: mrperfective sentences 
are thus uniformly interpretedas_th£.í^sr.riptinn nf ^ r o p e r t v l o an obiect/individual._ 
What the two most salient readings of the imperfect (tKe pfojressive reading and the 
habitual reading) have ín coramon is a predicational logical form and its concomi-
tant modal import. Imperfective morphology expresses default semantic mstructions 
(conceriiing culraination and predication) that do not discriminate between pro-
gressivity and habituality. Moreover, I have argued for the view that progressives are 
not "thetical" sentences expressing reports on the passing scene. Rather, they have 
the predicational format proper to generic sentences, a fact that helps clarify tlie 
intriguing set of facts that I have dubbed the "present tense paradox." 
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